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Tom Gallagher
has a plan to do
something about it,
while Charlie Crist
supports amnesty
for the 700,000
illegal immigrants
now living in
Florida!
Charlie Crist is on the same side as John Kerry, Ted Kennedy, and Hillary Clinton and support a liberal immigration plan that
conservatives say “rewards lawbreaking,” “will lead to increased illegal immigration,” and is “impossible to administer.”

Make no mistake about it – a problem of this magnitude affects every one of us in Florida.
The U. S. Census Bureau estimates there are 12 million unlawful aliens in this nation, 700,000 of
them here in Florida. This puts Florida behind only Texas and California. Such a large number of
undocumented individuals creates an undeniable burden on state services that costs
each Florida household nearly $315 every year!
But it doesn’t stop with financial costs. With continued threats of international terrorism, Florida must act as the
first line of defense in protecting the Homeland. With over 1,100 miles of coastline, our state officials must be
vigilant in their efforts to enforce immigration laws.

Tom Gallagher has announced a four point plan
to fight illegal immigration
1. Give Florida law enforcement officers the power to
arrest and detain those who have violated federal
immigration law.
2. No hiring of illegal aliens by those who contract with
the state government.
3. Expand Florida’s anti-illegal immigration partnership
with the Department of Homeland Security
4. Continue to work with our neighbors in Latin America
and the Caribbean to encourage democracy and trade

t
The Charlie Cris
Plan to fight
:
illegal immigration
1. Let them stay!
s pay
2. Make Florida’s taxpayer
s,
for their children’s education
their health care, and their
to
welfare costs – estimated
be $2 billion every year!

Let's tell Charlie Crist we are tired of paying the tab for illegal immigration!
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